
 
 

Greek   Key   Mug   Rug  

Materials:  

Cotton   yarn   ( Knit   Picks   Dishie    yarn   used   in  
Creme   Brulee   and   Azure)  
-42   yards   total   (including   fringe)  
 
Crochet   hook   in   size    H/5mm  
  
Pattern   Notes:  
 
When   changing   colors,   do   so   in   the   last   pull   through   of   the   last   stitch   of   the   row.   
 
Carry   the   non-working   yarn   up   the   side   so   there   are   fewer   ends   to   weave   in.  
 
When   making   the   double   crochets,   work   in   FRONT   of   the   two   Color   B   rows   to   go   around   the  
missed   stitch   from   3   rows   down.   Like   this:  
 

 
 

See   photos   of   each   individual   row   of   the   Greek   Key   Mug   Rug   pattern   on   HeartHookHome.com.  
 

https://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=726901&u=780171&m=59159&urllink=www%2Eknitpicks%2Ecom%2Fyarn%2Fdishie%2Dyarn%2Fc%2F5420207&afftrack=
https://www.amazon.com/Clover-1047-Amour-Crochet-5-0mm/dp/B008J140RQ/ref=as_li_ss_tl?keywords=crochet+hook+5mm&qid=1568724199&sr=8-2&linkCode=ll1&tag=deadetdiv-20&linkId=c96e39bc82ecee819bd3334590a0d029


Pattern:  

Foundation   Row   1:    With   Color   A    Ch-28,   sc   in   2nd   ch   from   hook   and   in   each   to   end.   (27)  

Foundation   Row   2:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   each   st   to   end.   (27)    Change   to   Color   B  

Row   1:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   6   sts,   ch-2,   sk-1   st,   sc   in   next   11   sts.   Ch-2,   sk-1   st,   sc   in   remaining  
8   sts.  

Row   2:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   8   sts,   ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   next   11   sts.   Ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in  
remaining   6   sts.    Change   to   Color   A  

Row   3:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   st.   *   ch-2,   sk   next   st,   sc   in   next   3   sts,   ch-2,   sk   next   st,   dc   in   front   of  
(here   and   throughout   pattern,   see   photo   in   pattern   notes)   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   ch-2,   sk   next  
st,   sc   in   next   5   sts.   *   Repeat   between   *   *   1   more   time.   Ch-2,   sk   next   st,   sc   in   last.  

Row   4:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   st.   *   ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   next   5   sts,   ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   next   st.  
Ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   next   3   sts.   *   Repeat   between   *   *   1   more   time.   Ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   last   st.  
Change   to   Color   B  

Row   5:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   st.   *   Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   ch-2,   sk   next   st.   *   Sc   in   next   st,  
ch-2,   sk   next   st.   Repeat   between   *   *   2   more   times.   Sc   in   next   3   sts,   ch-2,   sk   next   st,   dc   in  
skipped   st   3   rows   down.   Ch-2,   sk   next   st,   sc   in   next.   Ch-2,   sk   next   st.   Repeat   between   *   *   2  
more   times.   Sc   in   next   3   sts,   ch-2,   sk   next   st,   dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   sc   in   last   st.  

Row   6:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   2   sts.   Ch-2,   sk   next   ch-sp,   sc   in   next   3   sts.   *   Ch-2,   sk   next   ch-sp,   sc  
in   next   st   *   repeat   between   *   *   3   more   times.   Ch-2,   sk   next   ch-sp,   sc   in   next   3   sts.   Repeat  
between   *   *   4   more   times.   Sc   in   last   st.    Change   to   Color   A  

Row   7:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   st.   *   Ch-2,   sk   next   st,   dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down   *   repeat  
between   *   *   3   more   times.   Ch-2,   sk   next   sc,   sc   in   next   sc.   Ch-2,   sk   next   st,   dc   in   skipped   st   3  
rows   down.   Repeat   between   *   *   4   more   times.   Ch-2,   sk   next   sc,   sc   in   next   sc.   Ch-2,   sk   next   sc,  
dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down.   Ch-2,   sk   next   sc,   sc   in   last.  

Row   8:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   st.   *   ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   next   st   *   repeat   between   *   *   to   end   of   row.  
Change   to   Color   B  

Row   9:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   st.   Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down.   Ch-2,   sk   next   sc,   dc   in   skipped   st  
3   rows   down.   Sc   in   next   st.   *   Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   ch-2,   sk   next   sc   *   repeat   between   *   *  
4   more   times.   Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   sc   in   next   sc.   Repeat   between   *   *   4   more   times.   Dc  
in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   sc   in   last   st.  



Row   10:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   2   sts.   *   Ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   next   st   *   repeat   between   *   *   3   more  
times.   Sc   in   next   2   sts,   ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   next.   Repeat   between   *   *   4   more   times.   Sc   in   next   2  
sts.   Ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   last   2   sts.    Change   to   Color   A  

Row   11:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   st.   Ch-2,   sk   next   sc,   dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   sc   in   next   3   sts.  
Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   ch-2,   sk   next   sc.   Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   ch-2,   sk   next   sc.  
Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   sc   in   next   sc.   Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   ch-2,   sk   next   sc.   Dc  
in   skipped   st   3   rows   down.   Sc   in   next   3   sts.   Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   ch-2,   sk   next   sc.   Dc  
in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   ch-2,   sk   next   sc.   Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   sc   in   next   st.   Dc   in  
skipped   st   3   rows   down,   ch-2,   sk   next   st,   sc   in   last.  

Row   12:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   st.   *   ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   next   3   sts.   Ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   next.  
Ch-2,   sk   next   ch-sp,   sc   in   next   5   sts.   *   repeat   between   *   *   1   more   time.   Ch-2,   sk   next   st,   sc   in  
last.    Change   to   Color   B  

Row   13:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   st.   *   Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   sc   in   next   5   sts.   Dc   in   skipped  
st   3   rows   down,   ch-2,   sk   next   sc,   dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   sc   in   next   3   sts   *   repeat   between  
*   *   1   more   time.   Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   Sc   in   last   st.  

Row   14:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   fist   6   sts.   Ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   next   11   sts.   Ch-2,   sk   ch-sp,   sc   in   last   8  
sts.    Change   to   Color   A  

Row   15:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   first   8   sts.   Dc   in   skipped   st   3   rows   down,   sc   in   next   11   sts.   Dc   in  
skipped   st   3   rows   down,   sc   in   remaining   6   sts.  

Row   16:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   each   st   to   end.  

Border:   Ch-1,   turn,   sc   in   each   st   to   end,   2sc   in   corner,   turn   clockwise,   sc   in   each   row   end,   2sc   in  
corner,   sc   in   each   st   to   end.   2sc   in   corner,   sc   in   each   row   end,   2sc   in   corner.   Fasten   off   using  
Invisible   Join   and   weave   in   all   ends.   Add   fringe   and   cut   to   ~1.5"   long.  

 

 

 

I   hope   you   enjoyed   this   pattern!   I   look   forward   to   creating   more   patterns,   both   paid   and   free,   and  
publishing   more   video   tutorials   on   my   blog,    HeartHookHome.com .    Thank   you,   and   happy  
crocheting!   
 
 
All   Rights   Reserved.   This   design,   the   pattern,   and   the   images   are   property   of   Ashlea   Konecny   via    Heart   Hook   Home .  
The   buyer   may   use   this   pattern   for   personal   use   and   charity.   Sales   of   the   finished   product   are   permitted   with   credit  
given   to    Heart   Hook   Home .   No   part   of   this   document   may   be   reproduced,   altered,   distributed   or   otherwise   shared   in  
any   form,   or   by   any   other   means,   without   express   written   permission   from   Ashlea   Konecny.   
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